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**2-Way Manual Lumbar**
- Rotating the lumbar dial *towards* the front dash results in increased lumbar support.
- Rotating the lumbar dial *away* from the front dash results in decreased lumbar support.
- Do Not Over-rotate the dial when increasing support. This threshold is achieved when you can no longer easily rotate the dial. Trying to rotate it beyond this point will cause the lumbar cable to break resulting in an inoperable lumbar system.

**2-Way Power Lumbar**
- Pressing the arrow pointing *Upwards* on the lumbar power switch produces increased lumbar support.
- Pressing the arrow pointing *Downwards* on the lumbar power switch produces decreased lumbar support.

**4-Way Power Lumbar**
- The 4-Way power model features two sets of switches.
- One set controls the In/Out function while the other set controls the Up/Down function.
- The In/Out function is achieved by pressing one of the buttons.
- The *Upward* arrow increases the lumbar support.
- The *Downward* arrow decreases lumbar support.
- The Up/Down function is achieved by pressing the other button.
- The *Upward* arrow responds by moving the lumbar support upwards.
- The *Downward* arrow responds by moving the lumbar support downwards.

**4-Way Power Massage Lumbar**
- The In/Out and Up/Down effects are achieved in the same way as the non-massaging 4-Way Power lumbar system.
- The Massaging effect is triggered by simply pressing and releasing one’s finger off of the Up/Down switch.
- Total of 18 independent massage rollers located on massage basket.
- Movement range of 4-way systems: 35mm In/Out, 50mm Up/Down/Massage
- All massage units are equipped with a Return to Position” feature. This ensures that your lumbar settings prior to the massage are saved eliminating any re-adjustments.

**Benefits of Shukra Lumbar Kits**
- OEM Replacement
- Vertical Arrangement
- Pelvic and Lumbar region support
- Manual/Electric
- Lifetime Warranty on Manual units
- 3 Year Warranty on Electric
AVAILABLE AFTERMARKET LUMBAR MODELS

**Model Q**
CABLE DRIVEN LUMBAR
2 WAY (IN/OUT)
DRIVER SIDE PART # L181-63-L
PASSENGER SIDE PART # L181-63-R

**Model L**
ELECTRIC LUMBAR
2 WAY (IN/OUT)
PART # L315-06

**Model N**
ELECTRIC LUMBAR
4 WAY (IN/OUT, UP/DOWN)
PART # L316-06

**Model R**
ELECTRIC MASSAGE LUMBAR
4 WAY (IN/OUT, UP/DOWN)
W/VERTICAL ROLLER MOTION MASSAGE
PART # L320-02